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Experiments
v Comparison with the state-of-the-art

v Comparison with baselines

Conclusion
We introduced FASDA to implement sequence-level domain adaptation for 
STR and it can maximize the character-level confusion between the source 
domain and the target domain to handle the scenarios that only have a few 
labeled samples. Our contribution can be summarized as below:

Ø achieve sequence-level domain confusion in STR
Ø the framework can be trained end-to-end with much fewer sequence-level 

annotations. 

Motivation
v Few-shot domain adaptation techniques have shown their

effectiveness in handling scenarios where labeled samples
are lacked.

vMost few-shot domain adaptation techniques are focus on
character-level task and can hardly handle STR problem
because it is a sequence-level image classification task.

vWe present a few-shot adversarial sequence domain
adaptation approach to achieve sequence-level domain
confusion by integrating a well-designed attention
mechanism with sequence-level adversarial learning
strategy into a framework.

Few-shot Adversarial Sequence Domain Adaptation (FASDA)
v The architecture of FASDA consists of two procedures :

1) Weakly-supervised Character Feature Representation 
§ provide “weak” character-level feature representation

2) Few-shot Adversarial Learning 
§ maximize the character-level confusion between the source domain and the target 

domain

v Attention mechanism with Inclusive attending process

v Categories of character representation pair

v Adversarial learning target:

Table 1. Results on SVT, ICDAR 2003, ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR 2015 datasets.

FASDA shows the competitive performance with the state-of-the-art STR methods.
And we can also see that FASDA performs clearly better than FT w/ S+T almost on all 
benchmarks. 

Table 2. Results on SVT, ICDAR 2003, ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR 2015 datasets.

Define 𝛼!,# as the attending weight 
of the t-th character 

Define 𝛼′!,# as the re-weighted 
attenting weight

𝒢$ / 𝒢% : same class,
same/different domain
𝒢& / 𝒢' : different class,
same/different domain


